Patient consent notice
I.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Your healthcare professional (“Healthcare Professional”) has recommended the use of the “SmileMate”
software solution (“SmileMate”).
SmileMate is a communication tool between Healthcare Professionals and their patients (“Patients”)
which consists of a web platform intended for Healthcare Professionals and Patients (the “Smilemate
Web Platform”), an application intended for Healthcare Professionals ( the “SmileMate App”) and a data
analysis platform necessary for the operation of SmileMate.
The SmileMate Web Platform:
-

enables Patients to transfer pictures of their oral cavity to their Healthcare Professional

The SmileMate App:
-

Enables Healthcare Professionals to take pictures of their Patients’ oral cavity and to transfer
them to the SmileMate Web Platform and perform a secured virtual video consultation with their
patients.

We draw your attention to the fact that the DM App is not a clinical management software solution
and should only be used under the supervision of a Healthcare Professional.
The information and advice provided within the DM App must in no way replace the advice or
prescription of your Healthcare Professional.
Therefore, you should in all circumstances follow the recommendations of your Healthcare
Professional and discuss your treatment with your Healthcare Professional.

II.

PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA

DENTAL MONITORING SAS (“DM”) acts as joint controller, with your Healthcare Professional, for your
personal data.
The protection of personal data is at the core of DM's service.
We therefore invite you to take the time to read our policy on the protection of personal data, in order to
fully understand the following points:

● What personal data do we collect?
●

Why do we process your personal data?

●

How do we share your personal data?

●

How long do we keep your personal data?

●

How do we protect your personal data?

●

How to exercise your rights?
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III.

CONSENT

I understand that my Healthcare Professional remains solely responsible for my treatment. They are the
only person authorized to give me medical advice. DM has an interface role in the relationship between
the Patient and the Healthcare Professional.
I acknowledge that I have had the time necessary to read and understand the Privacy Policy and this
consent notice.
By using the SmileMate App, I am informed that some of the personal data processed are health data
as defined by the regulation in force.
I certify that I am of legal age as defined by the country of residence of my Healthcare Professional or that
I give my consent with the assistance and under the responsibility of my legal representative.
By clicking on “Accept” I consent to DM processing my personal health data for the purposes of
performing the services offered by DM as set out in the Privacy Policy
Any copy of this consent has the same value and effect as an original.
You can withdraw your consent at any time by contacting DM's personal data protection officer at the
following email address: privacy@dental-monitoring.com or by post: Dental Monitoring SAS - Personal
data protection - 75 Rue de Tocqueville, 75017 Paris France.
We invite you to specify the nature of your request in the subject line of the electronic mail or postal mail
and then to detail it in the body of your mail.
DM reserves the right to ask you for additional information in order to verify your identity before
proceeding with your request.
In the event that your consent is withdrawn, please note that the SmileMate Web Platform may be
interrupted if the processing of personal data to which you object is necessary to provide the services
provided by the SmileMate Web Platform.
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